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Abstract—In this paper, we proposed a novel Backbone tree
topology for the data gathering in Wireless Sensor Networks. By
integrate the ideas of both linear chain and tree topology, the
new Backbone tree topology obtains quicker network responding
speed and longer lifetime results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the introduction of low-cost processor, memory, and
radio technologies, it becomes possible to build inexpensive
wireless micro-sensor nodes. These networks can be used to
collect useful information from an area of interest, especially
where the physical environment is so harsh that the macrosensor counterparts cannot be deployed.
One generic type of application for sensor networks is the
data gathering, in which sensor nodes periodically sense their
nearby environment and send the information to a sink (Base
Station) which is not energy or computing power limited. At
the sink the collected information can be further processed for
end-user queries. The key challenge in such data gathering
is conserving the sensor energies, so as to maximize their
lifetime. The lifetime can be expressed in terms of rounds
where a round is the time period between two sensing activities
of sensor nodes.
To collect data from each individual sensor node periodically, there have three classes of methods. One is direct
transmission which is not preferred in most of situations
because of high energy cost by the long distance between
sink node and network ﬁeld. The second method is clustering [1] [2] [3] [4] [5], the cluster head in charge of collecting
members’ data and transmit them to the Base Station (BS).
The reduced number of long transmission and data aggregation
used in head helps increase the energy efﬁciency. The third
one is routing, all nodes transmit their data locally along the
given routing plan. The routing method has good scalability
and load balancing. The routing method also can be used whin
the clustered network situation. The algorithm proposed in this
paper belongs to the routing method.
Based on the periodical and low bit rate characteristics
of data gathering application in wireless sensor networks,
this paper proposes a novel Backbone tree algorithm. The
algorithm construct a chain-like backbone in the spanning tree.
With the backbone, the head duty of long distance transmission
can be rotated in each round without reconstructing the whole

topology. Meanwhile, the higher connection degree of bone
node makes the data can be parallel transmitted, which greatly
decrease the network procession latency.
The paper is organized as follows. Section ?? gives out the
network working mode and the energy consumption model.
Section III presents the idea of Backbone tree and its construction algorithm. Besides the time and message exchange
complexity of the algorithm also analyzed in this section. In
Section IV, Backbone tree demonstration and performance are
investigated. Section V summaries the work and discusses the
future work.
II. N ETWORK W ORKING M ODEL
A. Application Scenario
In the application scenario considered for this network
model, sensor nodes periodically sense the environment and
generate data in each round of communication. Here also
assumes that the time period of sensing the environment is
much bigger than the time required for transmitting all the
data to the base station. Data fusion or aggregation is used to
reduce the number of messages in the network. Following the
constructed routing plan, each sensor node receives the data
from its neighbors, aggregates or fuses them into one single
packet, and sends the packet to the node on its way to the
base station.
The aim is efﬁcient transmission of all the data to the base
station so that the lifetime of the network is maximized in
terms of rounds, where a round is deﬁned as the process of
gathering all the data from sensor nodes to the base station,
regardless of how much time it takes.
B. Energy Consumption Model
The energy consumption in wireless sensor networks usually
use the ﬁrst order radio model [6] [7]. Each senor node will
consume the following ET x amount of energy to transmit a
l-bits message over distance d:
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ET x (l, d) =
=

E
(l) + ET x−amp (l, d)
T x−elec
lEelec + lf s d2 , d < d0
lEelec + lmp d4 , d > d0

ERx amount of energy to receive this message:
ERx (l) = ERx−elec (l) = lEelec
In the model, the radio dissipates Eelec to run the transmitter
or receiver circuitry and Eamp for the transmit ampliﬁer. If the
distance is less than a threshold d0 , the free space model (f s
and d2 power loss) is used; otherwise the multipath (mp and
d4 power loss) is used.
III. T HE BACKBONE T REE
A. Motivation and Tree Description
The spanning tree for constructing the whole network
routing plan is a proper choice. Because the spanning tree
can not only connect all member nodes but self grow along
the physical shape of the ﬁeld. However, the root node in
a tree is prone to resource overburden because of the long
distance transmission to the base station (Figure 1(a)). Once
the root node fails, the whole topology will collapse. To
avoid the root node die early, the system has to change
the root node and reconstruct the tree frequently. This will
increase the constructing cost. Based on this, [8] proposes the
”Power-Efﬁcient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems”
(PEGASIS), in which all nodes are constructed into a linear
chain. Data ﬂow along the chain to arrive the head which is one
of the node on chain and changed in each turn (Figure 1(c)).
System do not need to reconstruct the whole topology to rotate
the head duty, thus reducing the amount of energy spent per
round. However, the data collecting latency of it is signiﬁcant.
In the chain topology, all node only can transmit their data
serially. When the node number is not small, the time for
waiting the data being transmitted from the ends of chain to
the head may be very long.
To solve the above problems of the both methods, this paper
propose a Backbone Tree for the data gathering application
in sensor networks. The Backbone tree is a special kind of
spanning tree. There are two kinds of nodes in the tree:
bone nodes, which connect to each other to form a chainlike backbone, and child nodes which connect themselves to
some bone node (Figure 1(b)). The bone nodes in charge of
collecting the raw data from all its children and transporting
the packed message along the backbone chain to the head
which is one of the bone nodes. The head duty shifts on the
backbone by turns.
The advantage of constructing a backbone in a tree is that
the network can rotate the head duty without reconstructing
the whole tree every round. The backbone tree shorten the
length of ‘chain’ by allowing bone nodes to recruit children,
on which the nodes can parallel transmit data so as ease the
long latency problem.
Because the bone nodes take more responsibility than the
child nodes, there are some energy threshold requirement for
the bone node candidate during the backbone construction.
During the backbone growing, the bone nodes take the greedy
rule to recruit as much as possible children in its searching
area. When the backbone stop growing and if there still left

Fig. 1. Demonstration of three topologies. (Dashed circled node means the
current head duty location).

some nodes that are not connected to the tree, these nodes
try to connect themselves to the nearest node which is already
connected to the backbone. Each bone node is only allowed to
have at most two layers of child nodes, which is to guarantee
the dominating role of backbone and shorten the network
latency. In each turn, after the head collects all information
and sends them out, the head duty will shift to the next node
on the backbone chain. After all the bone nodes have taken
the head duty once, the system can choose a new root and
reconstruct a new backbone tree.
B. Construction of Backbone Tree
Before doing the construction, here gives out some node
preconditions:
1) In network, each node has an unique identify number ID.
2) The sensor nodes can adjust different power levels to get
different transmission ranges.
3) Each node keeps a neighbor table Tnbr to store the IDs
of all its neighboring nodes located within the transmission
range r. The content of this table is got from the BS message
or constructed according to the nodes mutually informing
messages. Once the Tnbr of each node constructed, unless
some nodes die, the content of it won’t change.
4) Besides Tnbr , each node also keeps a dynamic child table
Td cld . Each time, before constructing the new Backbone tree,
node loads the content of neighbor table Tnbr to the child table
Td cld . During the tree constructing procedure, the content of
table Td cld are updated from time to time, until the node is
connected to the tree. Figure 2 shows the structures of two
tables and their loading relationship.
5) Every node knows the energy threshold of being a bone
node, which is refreshed termly by the BS broadcasting.
Following gives out the constructing steps of the Backbone
tree.
Initialization: All node load new child table Td cld from
its neighboring table Tnbr , and reset their ‘Status’ ﬁeld as
U nconnected, ‘Role’ as 1 which means normal child node.
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Fig. 2.

Structure of neighbor table Tnbr and child table Td

cld .

Step 1 Randomly select one energy qualiﬁed and unconnected node as the initial root and change the ‘Role’ ﬁeld as
−1 which means the root node. It also works as the ﬁrst bone
node of the backbone B1 .
Step 2 For each new determined bone node, check if there
are entries in their child table Td cld . If it has, then go to step
3; if hasn’t, wait until time out then go to step 4.
Step 3 For each bone node Bi who has child, determine
the next bone node Bi+1 . If current bone node is root node,
then determine two bone nodes from B0 . Return to step 2.
Step 4 For all unconnected nodes, broadcast connecting
request to all nodes in its neighboring table Tnbr . If the ﬁrst
acknowledgement message comes from node j, change its
‘Status’ ﬁeld as Connected, ‘Parent’ ﬁled as node j’s ID
and ‘Role’ ﬁeld as 2 which means it is the second level child
node. For any node who receives this connecting request, if its
residual energy higher than the current threshold value, send
acknowledgement message to the request node.
Step 5 If the unconnected node in step 4 didn’t receive
any acknowledgement message, then enlarge its transmission
radius meanwhile decrease the threshold requirement and
rebroadcast the request message. This time, only the node
whose ‘Role’ ﬁeld value is less than 2 react to this request. The
receiving node who meets the both new threshold and ‘Role’
ﬁeld requirement sends back the acknowledgement message.
Repeat step 5, until all nodes’s status become ‘Connected’.
Then terminate the algorithm.
To show How the current bone node Bi decides the next
bone node Bi+1 in step 3. Here lists the detail actions of the
bone nodes and the related normal nodes respectively.
For the current bone node Bi
1) Bi receives the appointment message and change ‘Role’
ﬁeld as 0 which means normal bone node, ‘Parent’ ﬁeld as
the sending node ID;
2) Assuming Bi has mi entries in its current Td cld . Bi
sends the grandchildren number inquiry request to all these
mi children.

3) Bi waits for all the mi children’s reply messages within
the valid waiting time (VWT) and picks up the one who has
the most grandchildren number.
4) Bi sends the appointment message to the picked up child
and afﬁrms it as the next bone node Bi+1 .
For each node in the bone node Bi ’s Td cld table:
1) After receiving the grandchildren number inquiry from
Bi , it mark its ‘Parent’ ﬁeld as Bi .
2) Broadcast updating messages to all nodes in its Td cld
table, which claims it has been recruited and asks all the
receivers to delete its entry in their Td cld tables.
3) Meanwhile, waiting for the updating messages from other
child nodes and delete corresponding entries in its Td cld until
the valid waiting time (VWT) ends.
4) After the waiting time end, node cleans up its Td cld and
counts the new child number, then sends the reply message to
its parent node.
5) Change the ‘Status’ ﬁeld as Connected. Unless receiving
the bone node appointment message or latter connecting
request in step 4 and 5, it no longer receives any updating
or inquiry requests.
C. Time and Message exchange Complexity
Although in step 4 and 5, to connect the residual nodes
to the tree, node may request all the nodes in network, the
unconnected node number is constant. So processing time for
connect residual node is at worst O(n). In the algorithm,
step 3 is the most time consuming part, in which each node
will be inquired at most once. To reply the inquiry, it has to
communicate with all its neighbors. So the processing time
for arbitrate the bone nodes is at most O(n) for each node
and O(n2 ) for the whole network.
Next, the energy cost and message numbers used in step 3
are analyzed. For each child of Bi , there cost one receiving
from its parent node; one reply to its parent; one broadcast to
all nodes in its Td cld table; and at most mi times receiving for
the updating message to make them connected. Among them,
for the chosen new bone node, besides the above mentioned
cost it also needs one receiving of the appointment message;
one new appointment message sending; one inquiry request
broadcast to all nodes in Td cld ; and mi times reply message
receiving from each child. For the nodes who are not the
children of Bi but receive the updating messages from the
children of Bi , they just delete the corresponding entries in
their Td cld tables, but do not reply anything.
During this procedure, the system uses four types of control
messages: 1) Bone node appointment message, 2) Grandchildren number inquiry message, 3) Table updating message,
4) Child number reply message. Among them, 1) and 4)
is uni-cast that has clear destination ID; 2) and 3) can be
whole transmission area broadcast or multi-cast with multiple
destination IDs. Here gives out a general network message
formate (Figure 3).
The ‘Type’ designates the property of message which is
either control message or data message. Only if it is control
message, the following ‘Subtype’ and ‘Type related data’ ﬁeld
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has meanings. The ‘Subtype’ speciﬁes the kind of control
message which could be one of the above four or the connecting request or acknowledgement message used in step 4
and 5. And the ‘Type related data’ ﬁeld content is related
to the ‘Subtype’ ﬁeld value. Whatever the control message
type is, the packet length is short and small amount of energy
is needed. If it is data message with long data length, more
energy is necessary and the data information is attached in the
latter part of message structure.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we check the performance of the Backbone
tree from the transmission latency (system react speed) and
the network lifetime aspects respectively.
Before discussing the algorithms performance, here ﬁrst
shows an example of Backbone tree topology in a general
sensor network in which 100 nodes are randomly deployed in
a 50 × 50 sized ﬁeld, and the initial transmission radius uses
r = 16 (Figure 4).
A. Transmission Latency
During the data gathering, data information are transmitted
in a multi-hop way. Besides the propagation delays in air,
each relay node also need time to receive, repack and transmit
the data package. All these cause the latency in the whole
gathering procedure. So here use the network hops (including
ﬁnal node to the BS) to measure the transmission latency.
The transmission latency should be measured by the worst
case that could happened during the data gathering. In PEGASIS, all member nodes are constructed into one chain. For
chain-liked topology, all the receiving and transmitting is serial
on the chain. The best case is when the head duty ﬂows to the
midpoint of chain that the latency is around the half length of
chain; the worst case is when the head duty ﬂows to one end
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Latency comparison of three algorithms. (n=100 in 100 × 100 m2

of the chain that the latency would be the whole length of the
chain. Also, the latency on a linear chain is not related with the
transmission radius. So the transmission latency of PEGASIS
is the number of node in the network and will not change until
some node die early. In backbone tree, the bone nodes at most
have two layers of underling nodes, so the longest latency of
the backbone topology is the length of backbone chain plus
one. For Breadth First Spanning (BFS) tree, the latency is the
layer number of the deepest leaf nodes in the tree. For both
backbone and BFS tree, the ﬁnal tree topology is inﬂuenced
by the transmission radius.
Figure 5 shows the transmission latency comparison of three
algorithms under different transmission radiuses. All the data
in this ﬁgure are averaged from 100 times network distribution.
As we can see, the latency value of PEGASIS is very high
compare to the other two, which always equals to the node
number. The BFS has the shortest latency time because of
its breadth ﬁrst constructing rule. The backbone tree’s latency
is a little longer than BFS tree but still much shorter than
PEGASIS.
B. Network Lifetime
In this part, we compare the lifetime of the three algorithms’
topology. Here use the working round number to measure
the network lifetime. Energy consumption of sensor nodes
are calculated by the Equation 1 and II-B in the ﬁrst order
radio model. And parameters and network settings are listed
in Table I.
Figure 6 shows the working round number of a network
from its ﬁrst to the last node dies, which demonstrates the
lifetime performance and the energy consumption trend of
three algorithms (Figure 6). In the ﬁgure, the later the ﬁrst
node dies, the better load balancing the algorithm has. And,
the later the last node dies, the better ‘survival ability’ the
algorithm has. The Backbone tree shows good load and energy
consuming balancing. From the ﬁrst to the earlier 30% died
node, their lifetimes in Backbone tree are much longer than
BFS tree. Also the earlier 16.7% died nodes’ lifetimes in
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TABLE I
S IMULATION ENVIRONMENT

Type

Parameter

Value

Network

Network grid

From (0,0) to (100,100) meter

Base station

(200,200)

Initial energy

1J/battery

Head length

25byte

Message length

2000bits

Eelec

50nJ/bit

f s

10pJ/bit/m2

mp

0.0013pJ/bit/m4

Radio model



Threshold distance (d0 )
Data fusion cost

f s
mp

Lifetime before the 1st node die (Round)

4500

≈ 87.7m
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Fig. 7. Lifetime comparison of three algorithms under different node density
before the 1st node die (r = 17).
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radius before the 1st node die (n = 200).

Backbone tree are longer or similar with in PEGASIS. In
Backbone tree, after the ﬁrst node die, the whole network also
dies rather quickly. This property is preferred by some applications that require the whole network work cooperatively.
On the other hand, although the ﬁrst node die early, the BFS
tree shows longer whole network lifetime than the other two.
After a portion of node die, the remainder nodes can continue
work for a rather long time with relatively high energy levels.
Choosing what kind of property depends on the application
requirement. From the above two criteria, PEGASIS achieve
a relative best performance among the tree. It has later died
ﬁrst node than BFS tree and longer whole network lifetime
than Backbone tree. However, its long latency is a fatal and
restrict its applicability.
After knowing the energy depletion trends of the three algorithms, we discuss their lifetime performance under different
node density (Figure 7) and transmission radius (Figure 8).
Here mainly focus on the situation before the ﬁrst node die.
All the data in these two ﬁgures are averaged from 100 times
network distribution.
In Figure 7, PEGASIS and backbone tree’s lifetime is

shorter in sparse network. That’s because sparse network
usually requires longer transmission distance between two
nodes on chain. While the node density has not much inﬂuence
on BFS tree. In Figure 8, for Backbone tree, when the transmission radius r ≤ 24, the lifetime keeps almost similar level.
And after r > 24, the lifetime decrease with the transmission
radius increase. That’s because in backbone tree, with the
increase of transmission radius, the neighboring nodes also
increased. Increased neighboring node in sparse network (like
in Figure 7) helps rotate and distributed the bone node duty
to more nodes so as to prolong the whole network lifetime.
However, continue adding neighboring nodes (like enlarging
transmission radius in Figure 8) will cause the bone nodes
overburden in one reconstruction period. Because the backbone tree is not reconstructed every round like BFS tree, the
bone node may die before the next reconstruction happened.
So the large transmission radius does not inﬂuence BFS tree
as much as Backbone tree. Combine the above discussion and
the results in Figure 7 and Figure 8, we conjecture there exists
a local extremum for Backbone tree’s ﬁrst node die lifetime
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under some certain neighboring number nodes (in Figure 7
and Figure 8’s network setting, we calculate the maximum
neighboring node is around 50). And this extremum gives a
clue to the network’s node saturation for obtaining Backbone
tree’s best performance.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel Backbone tree idea and its constructing
algorithm was proposed. The Backbone tree topology shows
good performance in data gathering application. It shortened
the linear chain length by allowing chain node to have child
nodes, which greatly decreases the processing latency and
helps to increase the network responding speed. Meanwhile
the head duty rotating on the chain like Backbone decrease the
reconstruction frequency, which decrease the energy consumption per round. Integrate with the bone node energy threshold
control scheme, Backbone tree achieved good load balancing
property.
However, the greedy bone node searching mode increase
the algorithm’s time and message exchange complexity. And
this will be further improved in our future works.
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